T E AC H E R R E S O U R C E S

Ideas for your
Classroom
YEAR 5—6

JUNIOR YEARS:

TEACHER RESOURCES
Scribblers Festival was created to instil

The inaugural Scribblers Festival in

the importance of books and creativity

2018 had a strong positive impact on

in children’s lives, as tools to help them

student attitudes toward reading, writing

thrive in, understand, and communicate

and drawing, which was demonstrated

with the world around them.

through qualitative and quantitative data.

As teachers and educators, you will

The positive impact of participating

be aware that there is robust research

in Scribblers Festival transferred

linking reading for pleasure with

successfully to classroom contexts

improved academic outcomes in reading

and improvements were evident and

and writing. A positive attitude towards

maintained a month later, in student

reading demonstrably increases student

writing skills, visual literacy and their

motivation towards sustained learning.

creative thinking skills.

SCRIBBLERS HAD A POSITIVE IMPACT
ON CHILDREN IN TEN WAYS
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This resource kit includes classroom activities and reading lists to complement your
excursion to the Festival. Many of our guest authors also have their own dedicated websites
with lots of wonderful educational resources that you may like to explore. Links are included
in this pack.
We very much hope you enjoy Scribblers Festival 2019 and that it is an enriching learning
experience for your students. Above all, we hope they have a memorable excursion that will
spark their imaginations and encourage them to read, dream and delight in their
own creativity.

CURRICULUM LINKS
Clear links to the Australian Curriculum are a key focus of Scribblers Festival. These
resources are designed to assist with your classroom planning, before and after the Festival.
The activities promote discussion and education around Language, Literature and Literacy.
They also address other areas of learning such as H.A.S.S, Science and Visual Arts.

GENERAL
CAPABILITIES
• Literacy
• Critical and Creative
Thinking
• Social and Personal
Capability
• Ethical Understanding
• Intercultural Understanding

LEARNING AREAS
• English: Language, Literacy
and Literature
• Mathematics
• Science
• HASS
• Technologies
• Arts
• Health
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Begone The
Raggedy Witches

The Day The Sky Fell
On Esperance

Celine Kiernan

Meg McKinlay

SET THE SCENE

US E YOU R IMAGINATION !

Dark secrets, mysterious magic and shadow y

Brainstorm with a small group and write

creatures all make great ingredients for a

down everything you know about satellites.

spook y story. So turn out the lights, draw

What do they do and how do they keep

the curtains and tell a tale that will give

spinning around the Earth? How are they

your friends the goose-bumps.

sent into space? What do we use every day
that relies on satellites and how would life
be different without them?

First, scribble a list of words and phrases
that conjure up the right atmosphere. See
if you can weave them into your story. For

Now think – what would happen if a

example ‘It was a cold, dark night…’

satellite fell back to Earth? Imagine if it fell
on a city like Perth or Sydney? What if it fell

BACK IN THE CL ASSROOM

in a desert or open space? How do you think
people would react?

Now that you have met Celine Kiernan

BACK IN THE CL ASSROOM

and heard her talk about her writing,
read a chapter or two of her book Begone
The Raggedy Witches. Underline some of

True stories are often the most incredible

the words and sentences that add a little

but often they are lost in time. For example,

magic to the story. Imagine you have just

Meg McKinlay’s latest book Catch a Falling

discovered that your family has magical

Star is about a real event that took place

powers and write about how you would feel

in Esperance in 1979. Yet, most of us had

and what you might do. Would you be scared

never heard of it before. Authors often spend

or thrilled? Would you keep it a secret or tell

years researching details to ensure they

the world? What magical powers would you

get the facts of stories right as they know

love your family to have?

the best stories are often hidden in history.
Spend some time researching old newspaper
headlines online to discover true stories that
happened when your parents were your age.
Ask them if they can remember them and
see if you can write your own news article
about a fascinating real life story.

CURRICULUM LINKS:

CURRICULUM LINKS:

English: Narrative Writing - Character

English: Historical Narrative

English: Narrative Writing - Setting & Mood

Science: Earth & Space Science

English: Narrative Writing - Plot

Hass: Historical Sources
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Note: Many of our guest authors also have their own
dedicated websites with lots of wonderful educational
resources that you may like to explore.

EX TE NS ION

YEARS

5–6

08

Industrial Design Focus - Compare &
Contrast: Ask students to think of objects

MAY

that have changed enormously from their
original design – like a computer - and then
think of ones that have hardly changed at

Dear Diary…This Week,
I Have Mostly Been Living
In The 1600s

all for hundreds of years – like a spoon.
Why have some designs changed and others
remained almost the same?

Philip Ardagh
MEM ORIES AND M US EU MS

Further Research:

Have you ever visited a museum? What
were the things you liked best? Did you see

CELINE KIERNAN

any personal items from people who lived
centuries ago? Did you read their old letters

Celine Kiernan has a wonderful blog, which you

or peer closely at their worn out shoes?

might like to read for some further inspiration.

Often it is the things that people used every

celinekiernan.wordpress.com

day that spark our imaginations the most
and make us feel closer to generations past.
Ask your parents or grandparents for objects

Reading List:

they used when they were younger. This can
be anything from a 1990s mobile phone to
granddad’s school uniform. Create a class
display of your ‘historical’ objects, including

CELINE KIERNAN

information cards to describe the use of
each object.

BACK IN THE CL ASS RO OM

•

Begone The Raggedy Witches

•

The Little Grey Girl

MEG M CKINL AY

Philip Ardagh’s head is full of fun facts
and fascinating information from the past.
Can you remember any of the surprising
things included in his Secret Diaries books?

•

Catch a Falling Star

•

Below

•

Duck for a Day

PHILIP ARDAGH

For example – Carrots used to be purple in
Tudor Times! Draw Then & Now pictures to
show how things have changed over time.

CURRICULUM LINKS:
History: Primary & Secondary Sources
Visual Arts: Communicate Viewpoints
English: Diary Writing
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•

The Secret Diary series

•

Tudor Boy Spy

•

Victorian House Maid

•

Medieval Knight in Training

•

The Eddie Dickens Trilogy
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MAY

Changing The World,
One Book At A Time

Stepping Into The
Labyrinth With
Jeremy Lachlan

Renée Watson

Jeremy Lachlan
S ET THE SCENE
S ET THE SCENE

Class Discussion – Work with a partner and
talk about what you would like to change in

Everyone loves a fantasy story featuring

the world. Consider the environment, school

amazing new worlds. The normal rules are

life, or something you’ve seen in the news.

left behind and imagination is let loose.

How would you fix problems if you were in

Write a book review of a fantasy book that

charge?

you really enjoyed. What was the most

D R AWING F ROM EXPERIENCE

incredible thing about the fantasy world?

After meeting Renée Watson read an excerpt

possible?

Did the author make you believe it could be

from one of her books. She writes about

BACK IN THE CL ASS RO OM

young teenagers living in the United States.
Her characters are often in new situations

Jane Doe, the heroine of Jane Doe and the

that are difficult for them – like Jade who

Cradle of All Worlds has some fantastic

is in a school where she feels very different

adventures in the labyrinth. What did you

from everyone else.

learn from Jeremy Lachlan about creating a
fantasy world?

Renée’s books use dialogue a lot. Dialogue
allows characters to speak directly to each

Take his advice and think up a brief

other in a story. This lets the reader hear

storyline for your own imaginary world.

their voices directly – a little like in a play.

Share it with your class and find out how
creative your imaginations can be!

Work with a partner and write a short
dialogue between two friends who have

Many fantasy tales feature alternate worlds

started new schools and are finding it hard

with their own maps to guide the reader

to fit in. Practice together and then read it

through the story. Create a map of your

out to the class. You might find that most of

fantasy world and make sure to add in lots

your classmates have the same worries and

of interesting details like imaginary cities,

concerns about making new friends.

rivers, mountains, labyrinths and other
special places.

CURRICULUM LINKS:

CURRICULUM LINKS:

English: Writing Dialogue

English: Book Review

Health: Wellbeing & Resilience

English: Fantasy Tales

Drama: Scriptwriting Conventions

English: Narrative - Setting
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YEARS

Teacher Tips:

5–6

09

RE NÉ E WATSON

MAY

You can find excerpts of Renée Watson’s

Mission Intrepid:
The Twin Detectives

books by following this link -

Jacqueline Harvey

together#excerpt

bookbrowse.com/excerpts/index.cfm/book_
number/3540/page_number/2/piecing-me-

J EREMY L ACHL AN

S ET THE SCENE

Share this review of Jane Doe and the Cradle of All
Worlds with your students. Ask them to read a

Kensy and Max are the twin heroes of

chapter of the book for themselves and write their

Jacqueline Harvey’s spy series. In Breaking

own short review.

News, they find themselves in a new city
but their parents are nowhere to be found.

readings.com.au/review/jane-doe-and-the-cradle-

Read the extract of chapter one and view the

of-all-worlds-by-jeremy-lachlan

trailer. Then jot down your ideas about what
might be going on!

JACQU ELINE HARVEY
Jacqueline Harvey has a comprehensive range of

penguin.com.au/books kensy-and-

notes on her website for teachers to use with their

max-1-breaking-news-9780143780656/

students. jacquelineharvey.com.au/teachers

extracts/1734-kensy-and-max-1-breakingnews

BACK IN THE CL ASS RO OM

Reading List:

Now that you have met Jacqueline Harvey
you can create your own spy story! Think
of the most important elements in a

RE NÉ E WATSON

mystery – for example: Secrets, clues,
strange behaviour, whispered conversations,
surprise and danger. Share your spy story
ideas in a group and consider making a book

•

This Side of Me

•

Betty Before X

J EREMY L ACHL AN

trailer or book cover with a description on

•

the back.

Jane Doe and the Cradle of All Worlds

JACQU ELINE HARVEY

CURRICULUM LINKS:
English: Spy Stories
Arts: Digital Media Analysis
Digital Technology: Collaborative
Design & Production
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•

Clementine Rose series

•

Kensey & Max series

•

Alice-Miranda series

10
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FRIDAY
YEARS

YEARS
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5–6

MAY

MAY

Meet Australia’s Most
Famous Math Teacher:
Eddie Woo

When Your Butt Is The
Butt Of The Joke
Matt Stanton

Eddie Woo
US E YOU R IMAGINATION !
BR AINS TORM

Everybody loves a good laugh. Do you know
any good jokes? Write down a couple of your

Is Maths useful? Spend a few moments

favourites and share them with your friends

brainstorming what we use maths for

– which ones worked the best?

every day! Think about why the following
people need maths to do their jobs.

Before you meet Matt Stanton – creator

Weather forecasters, nurses, pilots, chefs,

of the Funny Kid series, borrow one of his

professional divers, builders, pharmacists.

books from your school or local library.

Can you think of others?

Share the bits that made you laugh out loud
with your class.

BACK IN THE CL ASS RO OM

In Funny Kid For President Max decides to run

Eddie Woo has a fun way of describing

for class president. If you were running for

maths facts. What was your favourite

class president what would you promise to

description?

do? You could hold a class election and see
what campaign promise gets the most votes.

Are you good at giving instructions and
descriptions? Can you teach something you

Draw a poster to advertise why you would

are passionate about? Research and write

make a great class president.

instructions for a quick lesson – it might
be to teach someone how to play a game,

BACK IN THE CL ASS RO OM

cook a yummy recipe, tie a shoelace or fix
a puncture. Just remember to use lots of

Matt Stanton has a great website with some

energy and enthusiasm.

tips for drawing characters. Take a look
and create your own comic book character

Ask your teacher or a classmate to record

or turn a joke you know into a short comic

your presentation. You could even share it on

strip. Then work on some words to make a

Youtube and become a master teacher, just

story. Don’t forget to make it funny!

like Eddie Woo!

youtube.com/mattstanton

CURRICULUM LINKS:

CURRICULUM LINKS:

Mathematics: Everyday Applications

English: Humour as Narrative Convention

English: Procedural Writing

Hass: Civics & Citizenship - Democracy

Drama: Devising & Performing Drama

& Voting
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Visual Art: Comic Creation

YEARS

Further Research:

5–6

10

E DDIE WO O

MAY

Eddie Woo has lots of inspiring tips and tricks on his

Put Dr Karl Under
The Microscope

YouTube site mister wootube.com

Dr Karl Kruszelnicki

Dr Karl has a fabulous website full of amazing facts

DR K ARL KRUSZELNICKI
and scientific wonders. You can also find recordings
of his radio slot on Triple J. Consider visiting his site

GET CU RIOUS

as part of an introduction to Science and Media for
your class. drkarl.com

Have you got a burning question about how
the world works? Science has the answers!
Work with your teacher on a science

Reading List:

experiment – Write down what you predict
will happen, the preparation steps, method
and most importantly your observations!

E DDIE WO O

Role-play an interview between a curious

•

reporter and a very important scientist
about the experiment.

Woo’s Wonderful World of Maths

MAT T S TANTON

BACK IN THE CL ASS RO OM
Now that Science has your attention – get
curious. Read a chapter or two from one

•

Funny Kid Stand Up

•

Funny Kid For President

•

Funny Kid Prank Wars

DR K ARL KRUSZELNICKI

of Dr Karl’s books to discover even more
fascinating facts and bizarre quirks about
the world around you. Consider a pop quiz
in class to see who has the answers to odd
questions.
Make a shortlist of class questions to test
Dr Karl – send them to
hello@scribblersfestival.com.au and
he might just have an answer for you at
Scribblers Festival.

CURRICULUM LINKS:
Science: Science as Human Endeavour
Drama: Improvisation Skills
Science: Communication Ideas
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•

Vital Science

•

The Universe and Everything

F UEL THEIR IMAGINATIONS F URTHER!

THE GOLDEN PEN AWARD

Each student who attends the Scribblers Schools

We invite teachers from across WA to champion the work

Program will receive a Scribblers Festival Garden

of their brightest sparks by encouraging them to enter

Almanac as part of their excursion. We believe that

The Golden Pen our creative writing award competition.

nothing helps creativity bloom like a healthy mind

There are fantastic prizes to be won, including the top

and body. Along with space for inspiring ideas, plots

prize of $500.

and scribble zones, this journal has important tips on
healthy eating which is so essential to nurture busy

Simply submit a piece of original writing on the theme

minds. You might like to use the journals from time to

‘Discovery’ by 31 March 2019.

time for outdoor writing lessons. Shady trees, fresh air
and space to think make a great recipe for creativity.

Open to high school students aged 12 -17. Further details
can be found on the Scribblers website.

GOLDEN FE ATHER HUNT

SCRIBBLERS FES TIVAL

Join the hunt for the elusive golden feathers at a library

FAMILY WEEKEND

near you! Hidden in the pages of library books, across

Don’t forget that there is a whole weekend of Scribblers

Western Australia, are thousands of feather bookmarks

events for children, families, YA lit enthusiasts and fans

awaiting discovery. Among the feathers are some special

of creative learning at The Goods Shed, Claremont,

treasures. Twenty silver and five golden feathers will

May 11 & 12.

bring their luck y finders fantastic prizes. Check our
online list to see if your school’s local libraries are
participating. We wish all your students the very best
of luck!

For a full program of events visit our website.

CONTAC T
For more information, please contact;

hello@scribblersfestival.com.au
or visit our website on

scribblersfestival.com.au

